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BY HOWARD BALL 
Part of the Red River Gorge (the “Gorge”), one of Kentucky’s environmental treasures, might 
undergo significant commercial development in the next decade.[i] The state Chamber of 
Commerce is in the early stages of bringing a “destination tourist attraction” to the Gorge area near 
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/Slade, Kentucky.[ii] Envisioned is a new “gateway” to the economically-depressed eastern part of the 
commonwealth—an almost 900-acre site boasting a variety of commercial offerings.[iii] According 
to Chamber President Dave Adkisson, plans are still “speculative,” and scrapping the project 
altogether remains a possibility.[iv] Nonetheless, several interested business and environmental 
groups have already expressed concerns that the project could materialize at the expense of the 
Gorge’s rich natural resources and without local input.[v] 
Red River Economic Development, LLC (“Red River”), a nonprofit subsidiary of the Chamber of 
Commerce, is spearheading the project.[vi] Last October, the company released a four-page concept 
paper; planned for the resort are meeting and event spaces, lodging, a themed village, access to 
hiking trails, and more.[vii] The resort will serve as an “anchor attraction,” using ecotourism to 
catalyze economic development in an area of the state that desperately needs it.[viii]  
Despite the project’s potential to alleviate eastern Kentucky’s lagging economy, however, the 
presumed environmental impacts have given some reservations.[ix] At a recent public meeting Red 
River held to update locals, one individual opined that “[e]veryone wants to see an area grow right? 
But you want to see it grow in a responsible way.”[x] Red River’s alleged lack of transparency has 
only amplified such concerns.[xi] Perhaps notably, the Concept Paper is mostly devoid of any 
substantial environmental considerations.[xii] 
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All parties to this debate must remember just how far off the Gorge area is from experiencing any 
changes related to Red River’s development. The company has not even settled on a firm to draft the 
masterplan,[xiii] and, construction could begin at the very earliest in 2022.[xiv] There is time for 
interested groups and individuals to air their concerns and provide input to the project—feedback 
that Red River principals claim to want.[xv] It would be a shame for a few outspoken critics to 
preempt this project before it is even underway. Indeed, eastern Kentucky can hardly afford to forgo 
such a substantial investment opportunity.
The area’s economic decline makes it imperative that careful consideration goes into the Red River 
project. The Appalachian Regional Commission estimates that nearly 40 counties in Eastern 
Kentucky are “economically distressed.”[xvi] Poverty rates have increased in 22 of those counties, 
and the average per capita income of Appalachian Kentuckians is less than $20,000.[xvii] The 
potential economic boost added by Red River’s plans—already more than five years in the 
making[xviii]—simply cannot be ignored. It is unknowable when (if ever) commercial interests of 
this magnitude will align again in the Gorge area. 
Prudence suggests that all parties continue to gather information to make an informed decision 
about the destination resort. Locals are understandably concerned about their beautiful and historic 
environment. Likewise, public servants and business leaders are concerned about an area of the state 
that, economically speaking, has next-to-nothing going for it. There will inevitably be compromises
—such as the nature of 900-acre commercial developments. But compromise need not be a death 
struggle; if folks keep an open mind,[xix] and Red River proceeds in good faith, much good can be 
accomplished. 
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